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Introduction

■ Banks and industrial employment

the causal connection from bank access to the rate and nature of growth in industrial 
employment in England and Wales over the period 1817–1881, the Industrial Revolution

■ Sectoral and geographical data

employment in banking within 10,528 parishes across England and Wales

■ Mechanism

banks accelerated the pace of industrialization by causing structural transformation to 
occur across and within sectors, and across and within cities



Instrumental Variables

■ 1817 access to banking is not exogenous

■ Instrumental variables: the location of Elizabethan (16th century) post towns

post towns were located along six straight routes out of London for strategic and military 
communication purposes

horses were changed at posts in towns

■ Post towns turned out to be the preferred locations for country banks

first stage: Elizabethan post town locations were 33% more likely to host bankers in 1817

■ post roads did not have a direct effect on growth 

canals and railways carried much of the heavy industrial traffic that mattered for growth



Main Results

■ bank significantly accelerated industrialization

a one standard deviation change in the log of finance employment causes annualized growth 
to be 0.93 percentage points higher

■ the effect is most pronounced in intermediate industrial sectors

■ the impact on industrial employment growth is limited to less than 10 km

■ industry becomes concentrated in proximity to the bank while the share of agricultural 
employment decreases



Brief History of Country Banks

■ At the turn of the 19th century, there were three principal forms of formal banking 
institution in England and Wales: 

The Bank of England, private banks in London, and privately owned banks outside of 
London—the “country banks”

■ Country banks were limited to six partners and they were predominantly unit banks that 
served their local area.

■ a typical country bank employed around 4.8 workers

■ The total number of country banks increased from only dozens in 1750 to around 700 in 
the 1820s



Brief History of 
Country Banks

■ agricultural concerns, 
financial services to 
emerging textile and 
mining areas

■ early country banks 
were often extremely 
long-lived and run by 
generations of the same 
family

■ country banks held 
license to issue notes



Estimation Strategy

■ Baseline Estimation

Growth of manufacturing labor

access to banks in 
parish p in 1817

𝑙𝑛𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑃,1881 − 𝑙𝑛𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑃,1817
fixed effect at the level of the 

registration district, d



Estimation Strategy

■ Instrumental variable



Elizabethan Post 
Towns as 
Instrument

■ Post towns were attractive 
locations for banks because 
they facilitated 
communication with London 
and because the roads were 
guarded and thus safe to 
transport gold and money.

■ the post network connect 85 
post towns to London; six 
“Great Roads”

■ 69 post towns in sample



Elizabethan Post 
Towns as 
Instrument

■ the roads were laid 
principally for State 
purposes

■ the post towns along 
those roads were spaced 
according to the need to 
change horses

■ the location of post 
towns was not 
determined by economic 
considerations



Elizabethan Post Towns as Instrument

■ all post town 
coefficients are 
insignificant 
and close to 
zero

■ This supports 
our argument 
that the 
instrument is 
quasi-randomly 
assigned.



Descriptive 
Statistics



Basic 
Results



Basic 
Results

■ a 10% increase in 1817 
finance increases industrial 
employment by 12.66% till 
1881



Basic 
Results

■ Downward bias

■ measurement error

individual occupations are in 
random cases incorrectly recorded

■ negative selection effect

new entrants based their location 
decision on incorrect assumptions 
about the future prosperity of a 
region



Robustness 
Tests

■ Instrument 
validity

Post town parishes 
are smaller than 
the average, have a 
lower share or 
primary sector and 
mining 
employment, and 
we see that they 
faced more 
territorial 
changes



Robustness 
Tests

■ Changes in 
the Finance 
Measure

a dataset of 
1,700 country 
banks in 600 
towns



Robustness 
Tests

■ Additional 
robustness 
tests



Banking and Structural Transformation

■ Results with 
shares



Banking and Structural Transformation

■ Results on 
Industrial 
Sector 
Transformation



Banking and Structural Transformation

■ Results on 
Industrial 
Sector 
Transformation

■ a larger impact of finance in intermediate industries like metal manufacture, gas, and fuel 
industries

■ sectors with the highest TFP appear to benefit the most from access to finance

■ most capital intensive, such as transport vehicles and iron and steel manufacture, appear to be 
benefit more from access to finance



Conclusion

■ use new data that maps banking employment across parishes in 19th century England

■ go beyond London and focus on small country banks outside of London as source of 
finance

■ a one standard deviation change in the log of finance employment causes annualized 
growth in locations outside the London area to be 0.74 percentage points higher over 
the period 1817–1881

■ the core of cities becoming relatively more industrial

■ employment shifting away from mature industries toward newer and more specialized 
intermediate industrial sectors


